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By Ed Sibbett Jr.

Dover Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 64 pages. Dimensions: 10.7in. x 8.0in. x 0.2in.Heres
an affordable sourcebook that will prove helpful and inspiring
to anyone wanting to add sparkle to their next stained glass
project. Noted stained glass designer Ed Sibbett, Jr. , has
created 120 traditional patterns for use by beginning or
advanced craftworkers that will enhance just about any
element of interior decor. Patterns include lovely ovals with
repeating circular motifs, bold florals in rectangular frames,
intriguing abstracts, highly stylized geometrics with triangular,
square, and elliptical figures, and much more. Easy-to-follow
instructions and clear diagrams show how to produce
attractive designs suitable for door and window panels,
lightcatchers, mirrors, mobiles, lamp shades and other items.
These convenient, workable stained glass patterns make it easy
to add a note of timeless elegance to almost any environment.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Thorough manual for ebook fans. it had been writtern quite properly and valuable. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner-- Dr . Ca ther ine Wehner

Absolutely among the best book I have possibly go through. I have go through and that i am certain that i am going to
gonna read through once again again in the future. I am just delighted to tell you that this is basically the finest book i
have got go through within my personal existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- B r ia n B a uch-- B r ia n B a uch
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